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IASLC Award based on business partnership 
 

At the recent IMEX America show in Las Vegas, the Vice-President of IAPCO, Michel Neijmann, 

introduced the concept of IAPCO’s quality brand. “The members of our association have many things in 

common, one of which is their commitment to providing high-quality services.  An important part of 

achieving high quality standards is to recognise those people and organisations who enable us to 

improve ourselves.” 

 

“The IAPCO Council” introduced Mathias Posch, MD of International Conference Services Vancouver, 

nominator of the Award, “unanimously voted to give this year’s Award to the “International Association of 

the Study of Lung Cancer – IASLC”.  The IASLC organises a number of meetings each year, many of 

them with a global focus. Their prime conference is the “World Conference on Lung Cancer” which is 

currently held biennially and travels around the world. It attracts upwards of 7000 delegates from over 90 

countries and is regarded as the premier conference in the lung cancer field.” 

 

“The World Conference on Lung Cancer is a model for great success that can come from collaborating 

with a PCO as a true partner in an environment of confidence and trust. Since the Association decided to 

work with a PCO on an ongoing basis in 2003 the conference has more than trebled in size and enjoys 

outstanding recognition. 

 

“We are very honoured to be presented with this Award” responded Mr. John Wetherington, CFO and 

COO of IASLC, who received the Award, “Our association deals with one of the worst diseases of our 

time and education is the key to better care.  As the congress grows and is able to reach more people, 

more people get proper treatment and we would not be able to provide that and grow without a 

professional partner like ICS at our side.” 

                                                                          

http://www.iapco.org/


 

 
John Wetherington, IASLC, [left] with Mathias Posch receiving  
International Client Award at IMEX America 
 
 
ABOUT IAPCO:  Meeting Quality 
The International Association of Professional Congress Organisers (IAPCO) was founded in 1968, is registered in 

Switzerland and represents today more than 115 professional organisers, meeting planners and managers of international and 
national congresses, conventions and special events from 40 countries. IAPCO members organise in excess of 6600 meetings 
annually, totaling some 2.285 million delegates and representing an economic impact in the region of 3.71 billion euros. 
 
IAPCO is committed to raising standards of service among its members and other sectors of the meetings industry. Today 
IAPCO membership offers a unique quality assurance, since entry into membership of IAPCO is by meeting strict criteria and by 
continuous quality assessment. 
 
The high quality standards are secured by means of continuing education and interaction with other professionals. The 
‘Wolfsberg’ Annual Seminar, The Meetings MasterClass and the Annual Meeting & General Assembly of its members are the 
highlight events of IAPCO. 
 
For further information, please contact: 

IAPCO Head Office:  Brambles House, Colwell Road, Freshwater, PO40 9SL, UK      Email: info@iapco.org        www.iapco.org        
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